1. Introduction and statements of results. In this paper we study the characteristic functions (eigenfunctions) of those differential operators with constant coefficients that are invariant under finite linear groups, especially under finite reflection groups. Such operators and functions occur naturally in connection with harmonic analysis on semisimple Lie groups (see, e.g., [4] ). Our main result (1.3 below) is a manifold of characterizations of finite reflection groups in terms of the above-mentioned characteristic functions.
To state this result, we introduce some notations which will be used throughout the paper. I7 is a vector space of finite dimension n over K, the complex field, V* is the dual of V, S is the symmetric algebra on V, and S* is the algebra of entire functions on V. For v in V, Dv is the operator on S* defined by (D"F) (w) = lim f1 (F(w + tv) -F(w)) (t e X, t -> 0; w e S; F e S*), and for s in S, Ds is then defined so as to make D an isomorphism. The space S* (and also the space of polynomial functions on V) is in algebraic duality with S via the inner product (s,F) = (DsF)(0) (seS, FeS*). Any automorphism a of V acts directly on S and contravariantly on S* by the rule (oF)(v) = F(a~1v); one has a(DsF) = DasaF, so that the above inner product is preserved. Whenever a group G of automorphisms of V is being considered, / consists of the elements of S invariant under G, I0 consists of the elements of / that vanish at 0, and S0 is the ideal in S generated by I0.
Assume now that G, of order g, is a finite group of automorphisms of V and that F is a nonzero element of S* which is a characteristic function of all of the operators D^iel): DjF=CjF. Then the map i-*ct is a homomorphism of the algebra / into K, which can be extended [5, p. 420 ] to a homomorphism of S into K; thus Ci = /(L) for some L in V* and all / in /. We are thus led to consider, for each LinV*, the following system of differential equations, to be solved for F in S*.
We write EL for this system and dL for the dimension of the space of solutions of 2L. As a backdrop for our main theorem, we have the following preliminary results, of which at least (b'), (c and elsewhere, £0(GL) denotes the system defined in terms of the subgroup GL just as S0 is defined in terms of G.
1.2 Theorem. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of V, and for each L in V* let GL, of order gL be the subgroup that fixes L. This brings us to our main theorem. We define a reflection to be an automorphism of V other than the identity which fixes a hyperplane pointwise and is of finite order (not necessarily two), and a reflection group to be a group generated by reflections. (e') dimS/S0 = g. (f) // i"o>*i»"""»*r In J are sucn that i0 is not in the ideal in I generated by the others, and if p0,Pi, '"»P, in S are homogeneous and such that 2pai0 = 0, then p0 is in S0. (g) I0 is generated, as an algebra over K, by n of its elements.
That every finite reflection group has properties (e'), (f) and (g) is due to Chevalley [1] (he considers only reflections of order two, but his methods apply equally well to reflections of any order), and that (g) implies (a) is due to Shephard andTodd [7] . To amplify 1.3 we introduce some more notation. H is the set of hyperplanes in which reflections of G take place, and for each h in H, Rh is a nonzero element of V* which vanishes on h and e(h) is the order of the (necessarily cyclic) group generated by the reflections in h that are in G. We remark that in case V is a Cartan subalgebra of a semisimple Lie algebra A over the complex field and G is the corresponding Weyl group the polynomial II in 1.4 is just a constant multiple of the product of the positive roots (relative to some ordering of V) (see [4 ] where significant use is made of this polynomial), and, if L is identified with an element of V, then the value at L of any finite-dimensional irreducible character of A is just the ratio of two appropriately chosen values of I1L (this is Weyl's formula; see, e.g., [6, pp. 255, 257] for the two most important cases: in the first, Lis not on any reflecting hyperplane, while in the second, L is 0).
Clearly not every subgroup of a reflection group is a reflection group, but as a biproductof 1.3 we prove:
1.5 Theorem. Let G be a reflection group on the space V and let U be a subspace of V. Then the subgroup of G that fixes U pointwise is also a reflection group.
From this we have the following corollaries, important in the context of Lie algebras (see [6, p. 242] or [8, pp. 16-106] ).
Corollary.
If v is a vector notonanyof the reflecting hyper planes of a reflection group G, the only element of G that fixes v is the identity.
1.7 Corollary. Let G be a reflection group, and assume that the linear functions Rh, defined just prior to 1.4 above, are such that for some vector v every Rh(v) has a positive real part. Then the only element of G which permutes the Rh among themselves is the identity.
As is well known, the solutions of a system of differential equations such as EL enjoy certain mean value properties, in other words, satisfy certain difference equations [5, pp. 435-439] . The connection will be discussed in §8 below. Finally, to close this introduction, let us consider an example.
1.8 Example. Let x1,x2,---,x" be coordinates for V and let G be the symmetric group of degree n acting via permutations of the coordinates. Then G is generated by reflections in the hyperpkr.cs xf -Xj = 0 (i < j), so that properties (b) and (c) of 1.3 hold with P = Y[i<j(xt -Xj). This special case is due to E.
Fisher and J. Schur [2] , whose methods, however, are not applicable to the general case. That 1.3(e') also holds here is a very old result. If we modify the example so that G consists of permutations of the coordinates ccmbined with multiplications by arbitrary rth roots of 1, then Pis to be replaced by f](xj-x)).
The interested reader should have no trouble in constructing in these cases, for typical values of L, the function ITL of 1.4 as well as the differential equations SL and the corresponding difference equations 2/ considered in §8. For further examples, we refer to [7] where the classification of finite reflection groups is completed.
2. General properties of EL. This section is devoted to the proof of 1.2. In the notation of (a), and with i in /, we have Dt(F0 exp L) = (exp L)DjF0, with ; in S defined by j(L') = i(L'+L) (L e V*). Here ; need not be invariant under G, but it is invariant under GL. Thus DjF0 = j(0)Fo = i(L)F0, and (a) is proved. Let s1,s2,---,sA be homogeneous elements of S which project into a basis for S/S0. By induction on the degree, every element of S can be put in the form E/0sfl with ia in L By Galois theory [9, p. 156, Fundamental Theorem, part 4] applied to the quotient fields of S and /, we get h~it g, which, by (c), is the same as d0 ^ g. Writing d0L S: gL for the corresponding inequality for the group GL, we have, by (a), dL ^ d0Lg/gL ^ gLg/gL = g. By (b), we have dL < oo, hence (d).
Finally, n ^ m in (e) because the two quotient fields mentioned above have the same degree of transcendence over K, namely «,and m< oo easily follows from dim S/ S0 < co.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3, first part. In this section we prove first that 1.3(a) implies 1.3(b) and that for P we may take the polynomial n defined in 1.4, and then we prove that 1.3(b) implies 1.3(c). For convenience, we call a function F skew if oF = (det<r)F for every a in G.
3.1 Lemma, (a) The polynomial IT is skew, (b) IT. divides every skew polynomial.
Proof. If a is a reflection in G and h is the corresponding hyperplane, then <rPA = (det(7-1)Rftand(deto-)e(',) = 1. Thus ff(/?S(*)_1) = (detff)*?*'-1. If k is a reflecting hyperplane different from h, there is a smallest integer m such that omRk = cRk for some c in X. Since amRk -Rk is a multiple of PA, we have c = 1. Thus <t preserves the product of Rk,oRk,---,om~1Rk, whence the P'(!)-1 for which I i=-h may be arranged in cycles so that a preserves the product of the terms in each cycle. Thus oil = (det<r)Il, and since the reflections generate G, II is skew. Now, assume that h and a are as above and also that a has order e(h). Choose a basis X, Y, ••• of V* so that X = Rh, oY = Y, aZ = Z, Then a acts on a monomial XyT*---via multiplication by (det a)~J, a number which is equal to det a only if e(h) divides+ 1, hence only ifis at least eih) -1. Thus every skew polynomial is divisible by Xe<*>-1 = Rehw~l, and so also by IT.
Assuming now that G is a finite reflection group, we prove 1.3(b) with P = IT. If s is in 70, DSIT is skew and of lower degree than IT; thus it is 0 by 3.1(b), and the "only if" part of 1.3(b) holds. Conversely, let sin S be homogeneous and such that DsIT = 0. We prove by downward induction on the degree of s that s is in S0, the result being true for a sufficiently high degree because dim S/S0 is finite, by 1.2(c,d). Let o" be a reflection in G. We may choose v in V so that ov = (det o)v. Then t = vs has higher degree than s and D, IT = 0. Thus by the induction hypothesis vs is in S0 and there is a relation vs = T,upip with up in S and ip in I0. On applying o and then combining the two relations, we get s -(deto)os = Z((up-oup)/v)ip, an element of S0. Because G is a reflection group, we get s = (det &)csmodS0 for all <t in G, and then by averaging over G, s = s'modS0, the element s' being such that as' = (det<t-1)s'. Applying 3.1 to the group G* dual to G, we may write s' = 7ti, with % defined for G* just as IT is for G, and with i in L If i has positive degree, s' is in S0 and hence so is s. Assume then that i is constant, that Q is any homogeneous polynomial of the same degree as IT, and that R is the average of (deter" Vß under G. Then R is a multiple of IT by 3.1(b), so that DS,R = 0 and (s',R) = 0. Thus (s',Q) = g-1 lo(s',Q) = g~1 KXdetOs'.ffß) = (s',P) = 0, and since Q is arbitrary, s' = 0, so that s is in S0 in this case also, and 1.3(b) is proved.
If G is a reflection group and IT is of degree N, then S0 contains every homogeneous element of S of degree greater than N, and N is the smallest integer with this property. Now we deduce 1.3(c) from 1.3(b) . Let DP denote the space of derivatives D,P of P. We have the chain of equivalent statements: s is in the orthogonal complement of DP; (s,DtP) = 0 for all t in S; (t,DsP) = 0 for all tin S; DSP = 0; s is in S0. The last equivalence is by the assumption 1.3(b). Thus S0 is the orthogonal complement of DP. Because DP is finite dimensional, it in turn is the orthogonal complement of S0. Hence, by 1.2(c), it coincides with the space of solutions of E0, which is 1.3(c).
4. Continuation of the proof. In this section we prove the equivalence of the conditions (c), (c') and (c") in 1.3.
Proof. P0 is a solution of S0, whence P0 = DSP (seS), by 1.3(c), and clearly s(0) # 0. Hence the map DtP->D£DtP)=D,P0 is an isomorphism of the space of solutions of 20 into itself, and since the space is finite dimensional, the isomorphism is onto. Thus P = D,P0 for some t in S, and (a) follows. If P is as in (b), then aP satisfies S0, so that aP = DSP for some s in S. Since aP and P have the same degree, s may be taken constant, s = e(o-), and clearly e is a character on G. In proving(c), we need only consider the case in which Q is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial whichtransforms according to 8 and has minimal degree relative to theseproperties. Since for i in I0, DtQ has smaller degree than Q, it must be 0, so that Q is a solution of I0» and ß = DSP for some s in S, by 1.3(c). For a in G, Q = DosP, so that by averaging over G we may take s in I. But then, because P satisfies S0, Q = s(0)P, which implies (c). We come now to the proof that 1.3(c) implies 1.3(c')-For this we assume that P is homogeneous (see 4.1 (a)), that e is defined in terms of P as in 4.1(b), and that P(L)and PL are defined in terms of e according to 1.3(c'). If i is in S, homogeneous, of positive degree, and invariant under GL, then DiPw has smaller degree than P(i), hence is 0 because of the definition of P(L\ whence P(t) is a solution of S0(GL). By 1.2(a), then PL and all of its derivatives are solutions of 1L. We prove the converse in a sharpened form.
4.3 Lemma. //sl,s2,---,sh are homogeneous elements of S which project into a vector space basis in S/S0, and if PL is as above, then every solution ofLL has the form F = D,PL with s= Sc/s; (cjeK).
We prove this by downward induction on the number r that occurs in any representation of F in the form of 4.2, the result being true if r is large enough by 4.2(b). By 4.2(a) and 1.3(c) we may write Fr = D,P with t in S, and because P is homogeneous and is annihilated by Ds for every s in S0, we may take t in the form IZajSj (aj e K). Now PL ¥=0 because distinct exponentials are linearly independent over the polynomials; so by 4.1(c) and 4.2(b) we may write PL = cP+ higher terms with c # 0, c in K. But then F -c'1D,PL may be written in the form of 4.2 with r + 1 in place of r, whence the induction hypothesis may be applied to complete the proof of 4.3, and hence also the proof of 1.3(c').
Assume now that 1.3(c') holds. Because of the defining properties of P(L), we have already noted that P(L) is a solution of S0(GL). Let F0 be any solution of this system. By 1. Now Chevalley [1] has proved that 1.3(f) implies 1.3(g), and Shephard and Todd [7] have proved that 1.3(g) implies 1.3(a). Thus the cycle is complete, and 1.3 has been established. 6 . Proof of 1.4. Assume that G is a reflection group. We have proved in §3 that 1.3(c) is true with P = II. If P' is another homogeneous polynomial for which 1.3(c) is true, then P' is a derivative of IT and of the same degree as IT, so is a constant multiple of IT, which proves 1.4(a). At the same time, this shows that the polynomial p0 = p(0) of 1.3(c') is a constant multiple of n, whence, by 3.1(a), e = det, which is 1.4(b). Now by the equivalence of(a),(c) and (c") in 1.3, GL is a reflection group. Applying 3.1 to this group, we see that among the nonzero polynomials that transform under GL according to det, the nonzero constant multiples of IT (i)are those of minimal degree, which implies 1.4(c). Now if PL is a solution of St which transforms under G according to det, then PL = DSUL with s in S, by (c), and by averaging over G we may take s in /. But then PL = s(L)nL because ITL satisfies St, and this is (d).
As a consequence of 1.4(d), it may be observed that 1.3 and 1.4 are substantially true if the base field K is taken to be the real field, if L is taken in the complexification of V* so that all i(L) (i e I) are real, and only real solutions of ZL are considered. For then by 1.4(d) both the real and imaginary parts of YlL are multiples of nL, and whichever of these is nonzero can take the place of TlL in the development.
7. Reflection subgroups. It is enough to prove 1.5 in the case that dim U = 1 since the general case then follows by induction. Thus, going over to the dual group, we need only prove that if L is in V* then GL is a reflection group. But, as has already been remarked, this is a consequence of the equivalence of (a), (c) and (c") in 1.3. In 1.6, the subgroup that fixes v is a reflection group by 1.5, but contains no reflections by assumption, hence consists of the identity, which proves 1.6.
Under the assumptions of 1.7, let a in G permute the Rh among themselves, let k be the order of a, and let w = v + av + ••• 4-ak~1v. Since Rh{a'v) = {a~'Rh){v) and a permutes the Rh, the real part of every Rh(w) is positive, so that w is not on any reflecting hyperplane for G. Since aw = w, we conclude that a is the identity, by 1.6.
8. Difference equations and mean values. For v in V, we use Tv to denote the translation operator that acts on F in S* via the rule (TvF)(v') = F(v' + v), and we call a finite sum Y,cvTv (c" e K) a difference operator. If G is a finite group of automorphisms of V, then in analogy with our previous development we are especially interested in the characteristic functions of those difference operators that are invariant under G. This leads us to the following system of difference equations, to be solved for F in S*. We remark that L. Flatto [3] has considered equations such as 8.1 with C = 1 and G the symmetry group of a tetrahedron or octahedron. Now if F satisfies 1L (see 1.1), then by Taylor's formula (T"= expD"), F satisfies 8.1 with C given by:
